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Abstract—This work presents an evaluation of the crosstalk impact on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of long-distance C and L band wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) systems using homogeneous multicore fibers with weakly coupled cores. It is experimentally shown that the crosstalk-induced SNR penalty is independent of the transmission distance on sufficiently long uniform links. This results from the approximately linear scaling of the noise contributions from amplified spontaneous emission, fiber nonlinearity, and crosstalk with the transmission distance. The crosstalk-induced SNR penalty on C and L band WDM long distance links is experimentally evaluated, showing significant degradation of signals located towards the long edge of the L-band. Up to 3.8 dB penalty was observed on a 3866 km link, in agreement with theoretical predictions. We perform a theoretical analysis of the wavelength allocation of densely packed channels for long distance WDM systems with and without the presence of crosstalk. It is shown that these systems favor the use of relatively short transmission wavelength ranges to minimize the crosstalk impact at long wavelengths. This contrasts with systems without crosstalk, which favor the low loss wavelength region of the transmission fiber.

Index Terms—Spatial division multiplexing (SDM), multicore fiber (MCF), crosstalk, wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM).

I. INTRODUCTION

Spatio-Division multiplexing (SDM) has recently been considered as a promising response to the exponential increase in capacity demand for optical fiber communications networks [1], [2]. SDM fibers carrying multiple spatial channels have consistently shown the potential to enable per-fiber throughput well beyond that of conventional single-core fibers, with reported transmission records above 1 Pb/s since 2012 [3].

Though a large number of SDM fiber types has been proposed in the literature, arguably the one that provides the simplest transition from single-core fiber systems is the homogeneous multicore fiber (MCF) with uncoupled cores. The use of these MCFs for transmission of ultra-high capacity signals has been demonstrated in works such as [4] and over long distances using MCF-based optical amplifiers [5]. MCFs generally have multiple cores within a shared cladding. The cores have similar propagation characteristics, which enables the transmission of time-aligned spatial super channels over long distances [1]. As a consequence, it becomes possible to use shared transmission hardware, digital signal processing (DSP) resources [6], and spatial dimension-based modulation and/or coding [7]. With sufficiently weak coupling between cores, it is possible to use passive optical spatial multiplexing and demultiplexing devices to insert and extract optical signals into the fiber without the need for signal processing to undo inter-core crosstalk (XT). This provides the flexibility required for the implementation of efficient optical network structures, compatible with the requirements of existing single-core fiber networks [8].

The main limitation of MCFs for long-distance transmission is perhaps inter-core XT resulting from residual coupling between cores [9]. This phenomenon and its impact on the performance of optical transmission systems has been extensively described in works such as [9]–[12] and was shown to have a strong influence on the spectral efficiency limits [13]–[17]. However, these works have been limited to narrow band systems or the use of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) systems spanning the C-band only. As the technology for the development of deployable MCFs is rapidly progressing, an analysis of the XT impact on wideband WDM transmission systems spanning the C and L bands is necessary. Nevertheless, such investigation requires taking into account phenomena, such as the wavelength-dependence of XT and the impact of stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) not only on MCF XT but on the contributions of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise and nonlinear interference noise (NLIN). With the recent development of analytical models for the rapid estimation of these quantities over wide bandwidths [18], [19], it becomes possible to obtain insights on the design of WDM systems spanning across the C and L bands that would otherwise require prohibitive numerical simulation times or extremely complex and costly experiments.

In this paper, we evaluate the XT-induced SNR penalty in long-distance transmission systems using wideband WDM signals. We begin in Section II by providing and experimentally validating a simple analytical model for the XT-induced SNR penalty. It is shown that this penalty is independent on the transmission distance in uniform links, depending mainly on
the relation between the powers of the XT, ASE noise and NLIN. In Section III we provide an evaluation of the wavelength dependence of the XT across the C and L transmission bands. It is experimentally shown that the crosstalk tilt between the short edge of the C band and the long edge L band may reach 10 dB, severely degrading signals located at longer wavelengths. We evaluate this degradation experimentally, showing higher than 3 dB penalty on a 3866 km link through a 7-core MCF. Finally, we perform a theoretical analysis of the wavelength dependence of the SNR contributions from ASE, NLIN and XT over wideband long distance transmission. We show that XT-limited systems favor the location of the transmission band at relatively short wavelengths to reduce the impact of XT. This differs from systems without XT-impact, which favor the location of the transmission band near the low-loss wavelengths. Final conclusions are outlined in Section IV.

II. XT-INDUCED SNR PENALTY

A. Theory

The work presented in [12] has shown that, for long distance MCF transmission links with high symbol rate signals or in the presence of moderate inter-core skew, the XT impact may be approximated by that of a gaussian noise with constant power, $P_{xt}$. In this section, the XT impact on the system performance will be addressed, showing theoretically and experimentally that the XT-induced SNR penalty is approximately independent on the transmission distance for uniform links.

Consider the SNR of a signal with average power, $P_s$, in the presence of XT approximated by:

$$\text{SNR} = (\text{SNR}_0^{-1} + \text{XT})^{-1}, \tag{1}$$

where $\text{SNR}_0$ is the SNR in the absence of XT, which we will assume, reflects the impact of wavelength dependent ASE noise, NLIN and transceiver noise. The term $\text{XT} = P_{xt}/P_s$ is the XT, defined as the ratio between the total XT power, $P_{xt}$, and the signal power. We note that XT is wavelength dependent [20]. Nevertheless, for the sake of this approximation, will be assumed constant within the signal bandwidth. For a uniform link with $N$ spans, the SNR in the absence of XT can be approximated by [13], [21]:

$$\text{SNR}_0 = \frac{P_s}{N^{1+\epsilon} \eta P_s^3 + N \eta P_{ase} + \kappa P_s}, \tag{2}$$

where the three denominator terms on the right hand side are the powers of the NLIN, ASE noise, and transceiver noise contributions, respectively. $\eta$ is the nonlinear interference noise coefficient as defined in [22], and $\epsilon$ is the coherence factor. $P_{ase}$ is the ASE noise power generated on each span and $\kappa$ quantifies the noise produced by the transmitter and receiver, referred here as transceiver noise [23]. Assuming a weak coupling regime with $P_{xt} \ll P_s$, the XT power can be described as:

$$P_{xt} = N P_{xt,s}, \tag{3}$$

where $P_{xt,s}$ is the XT power introduced per span in the core under analysis. From (1), we can derive the XT-induced SNR penalty similarly to [20] as:

$$\Delta\text{SNR} = \frac{\text{SNR}_0}{\text{SNR}} = 1 + \text{SNR}_0 \text{XT}, \tag{4}$$

which explicitly shows that the XT impact also depends on the performance of the system in the absence of XT, becoming stronger for systems operating at high SNR regimes. Extending (4) with (3) and (2) yields the XT penalty as:

$$\Delta\text{SNR} = 1 + \frac{P_{xt,s}}{\eta P_s^3 + N \eta P_{ase} + \kappa P_s/N}. \tag{5}$$

For wideband transmission, we have that $\epsilon = 0$ [22], resulting in a incoherent accumulation of NLIN. Additionally, if the span count is sufficiently large to neglect the transceiver noise contribution, the penalty can be approximated by:

$$\Delta\text{SNR} \approx 1 + \frac{P_{xt,s}}{\eta P_s^3 + P_{ase}}. \tag{6}$$

Eq. (6) shows that under the aforementioned conditions, the XT-induced SNR penalty is independent of the transmission distance. Physically, this is an immediate consequence from each noise source scaling with $N$, so the relative strength of all noise sources is independent of the transmission distance. This result has been similarly derived in [20] for the particular case of optimized signal power and worst case XT in a MCF. The following sub-section provides its experimental demonstration.

B. Experiment

Experimental observation of the XT impact on long distance multicore fiber links has been performed in works such as [24], [25]. However, those works were not devoted specifically to the analysis of the XT penalty but rather to its mitigation using DSP techniques. As such, we will revisit those experiments to estimate the XT-induced performance impact over a long distance link to validate the formulation for the XT-induced penalty shown in the previous sub-section.

Consider the simplified experimental setup shown in Fig. 1. It consisted of 3 recirculating loops running through 3-cores of a 53.7 km 7-core homogeneous MCF. A 100 kHz linewidth external cavity laser (ECL) operating at 1550 nm was used as a common light source to produce 3 spatial channels. Each channel was...
modulated by a dual-polarization dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder modulator (DPMZM) driven by 4 arbitrary waveform generators (AWGs) operating a 60 GS/s. The modulations applied to the signals consisted of polarization-multiplexed quadrature phase-shift keying (PDM-QPSK) signals at 20 Gbaud produced using $2^{15}-1$ bit pseudo-random binary sequences and root-raised cosine pulse shaping with a roll-off of 0.01. Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) were used to adjust the signals powers. Variable delay lines (VDLs) were used to match the propagation delays of the signals entering the loops as well as within each loop. Synchronized acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) were used to control the light input into the loops and within each loop. We note that this alignment was not required for the sake of this analysis. Nevertheless, it simplified the experimental setup by using only one timing source for all the AOMs. Also within the loops, we used polarization scramblers (PSs) and band-pass filters (BPFs) to mitigate the impact of polarization-dependent loss and excess ASE noise, respectively. In addition to the 3 main signals, a sample of one of the signals was tapped off to an EDFA and split into the remaining 4 cores of the fiber to induce additional XT. The inset of Fig. 1 shows a profile of the MCF. Six trench-assisted cores were arranged in a ring around a center core within a 160 $\mu$m diameter cladding. The core pitch and radius were 44 $\mu$m and 8 $\mu$m, respectively. These properties led to an average inter-core XT of $-42$ dB between pairs of adjacent cores, at a wavelength of 1550 nm. The signals at the recirculating loop output were detected by 3 coherent receivers (CORX) sharing an ECL as a common LO, and detected using a 12-channel digital sampling oscilloscope (DSO) operating at 80 GS/s. DSP was performed offline using MATLAB and C. It consisted of resampling to 2 samples per symbol and normalization stages, followed by frequency-domain dispersion compensation and time-domain $2 \times 2$ multiple input-multiple output modules with 33-tap equalizers. The equalizers taps were updated using a data-aided least-squares algorithm until convergence. Afterwards, we used a decision-directed algorithm. Carrier recovery was performed within the equalizer loop. The SNR was estimated by computing the power of the noise affecting the final signal after the DSP. For this work, we used only the performance of the channel propagating through the center core of the MCF and we compared the performance with and without XT by enabling or disabling the signals propagating through all the remaining cores.

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the SNR estimated for a signal propagating through the center core on the launch power with and without the presence of XT for transmission distances of 2685 km, 5370 km, and 8055 km. For each transmission reach, it is shown that the optimum launch power remains the same with and without XT, within the 1 dB power resolution of our measurements. This is in agreement with the results predicted theoretically in [17], [20], [21]. To address the XT-induced penalty, Fig. 3 shows the dependence of the SNR on the transmission distance with and without the presence of XT for the optimum launch power of $-4$ dBm. The latter was estimated from the results shown in Fig. 2. It is shown the impact of XT on the SNR leads to a nearly constant penalty with the transmission distance, as shown in Fig 3. The XT penalty was $0.67 \pm 0.06$ dB for transmission reach above 2000 km. We note that this observation is in agreement with the behavior predicted in the previous sub-section with equations (4) and (6) despite the fact that we used a single-channel, limiting the validity of the assumption on the incoherent NLIN accumulation.

We note that the observations reported in this section neglect the fact that the nonlinear interaction between the signal and the MCF material leads to power-dependent XT, as reported in [26]. In this work, we have assumed this to be a valid approach given the relatively low powers used and the fact that in sufficiently long fibers, the XT contributions produced at the MCF sections where the signal power is sufficiently high to enter a nonlinear coupling regime are small in comparison with the XT contributions generated in a linear coupling regime.

III. XT-INDUCED PENALTY IN WIDEBAND SYSTEMS

A. XT Wavelength Dependence

Section II presented a simple model for computing the XT-induced SNR penalty. However, to consider its application
to wideband systems spanning the C and L transmission bands, one must take into account the wavelength dependencies of the phenomena degrading the SNR. MCF XT has been shown to be strongly dependent on the operation wavelength, possibly exceeding a 10 dB range between the short and long edges of the C and L bands, respectively [27]. This variation results mainly from the wavelength dependence of the field confinement within each core. The XT wavelength dependence was experimentally addressed in [28] and further extended in [29] to evaluate the impact of stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) on XT measurements and will be revisited here to consider the XT wavelength dependence on wideband transmission system performance.

We considered the transmission of a wideband signal produced using a frequency comb generator, whose output consisted of more than 500 carriers at a frequency spacing of 25 GHz spanning C and L bands. The comb signal was depolarized, filtered by optical processors, and amplified using C and L band amplifiers to generate a high power signal with 80 nm bandwidth (360 carriers). The wavelength range spanned from 1530 nm to 1610 nm, with a 6.5 nm guard band between C and L bands. The wideband signal was launched into one core of a 31 km 22-core MCF with its output and the output of an adjacent core measured using optical spectrum analyzers. Fig. 4(a) shows the apparent loss of the fiber for total launch powers of 5 dBm, 16 dBm, and 26 dBm (or −20.6 dBm, −9.6 dBm, and 0.4 dBm per carrier). The impact of SRS is clearly visible as the launch power is increased. The power transfer from signals located at the short C-band wavelengths to the long L-band leads to a loss tilt of approximately 5 dB from the short edge of the C band to the long edge of the L band. Fig. 4(b) shows the average XT measured for each carrier. These measurements were taken over a relatively short period of time of 2 hours, compared to the required to fully characterize the XT statistics as we used unmodulated carriers. Hence the strong variations observed in Fig. 4(b). Nevertheless, the wavelength dependence is clear, with a tilt nearly reaching 10 dB. This is in agreement with the observations in [9].

From these observations, one may assume that the XT cannot be assumed constant with wavelength, particularly for the design of wideband transmission systems spanning C and L bands. In principle, systems operating in the L-band will be more significantly degraded by XT. This has been demonstrated in [30], where a recirculating loop experiment was used to show a reduction of 58% in transmission reach for a signal positioned at the long edge of the L-band with respect to the same signal without significant XT impact. Under the same conditions, a signal positioned at the short edge of the C-band suffered a XT-induced reach reduction of 12.5%. Here, we revisit this experiment to evaluate the wavelength dependent XT-induced penalty.

Consider the simplified experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5. A wideband frequency comb generator capable of producing 25 GHz spaced carriers and an output wavelength range spanning the C and L bands was used as light source. Even and odd channels of a sliding 5-channel test band were selected from the comb output using a BPF and modulated by two DPMZMs driven by 4 AWGs. C or L band EDFAs were used to amplify the sliding test band. The remaining carriers at the comb output were modulated by a single DPMZM, driven by one AWG and filtered using optical processors (OP) to form a dummy channel band. The chosen modulation was 24.5 GBaud PDM-QPSK with a root-raised cosine shape and roll-off of 0.01. The combined test and dummy bands had 389 carriers from 1529.9 nm to 1607.7 nm with an approximately 5 nm guard band between C and L bands. This signal was transmitted with an optimum launch power of 22 dBm, through a recirculating loop, which consisted of the 6 outer cores of the 7-core MCF described in Section II. The inset of Fig. 5 shows the normalized spectrums of the signal at the transmitter output and the measured XT at the center core of the MCF after 1 span. This crosstalk was
produced by inputting 6 replicas of the WDM signal into the 6 outer cores of the MCF. The receiver was similar to the one described in Section II but using two amplification stages with a BPF in-between to select the channel under analysis. To evaluate the performance with and without XT, two transmission regimes were considered. When including XT, the signal was input into the outer MCF cores in the same propagation direction. To estimate the performance in the absence of XT, the signals in adjacent cores were input in opposing directions. This technique has been referred to as direction interleaving and is known to substantially reduce the inter-core XT [31].

Fig. 6 shows the wavelength dependence of the measured SNR after 3866 km with unidirectional and bidirectional transmission and the corresponding SNR penalty, which in this case approximates the XT-induced SNR penalty. It is shown that the SNR penalty increases significantly for wavelengths above 1560 nm. It may be assumed that at this point the XT-impact dominates the system performance, degrading the SNR up to 3.5 dB at the longest considered wavelength of 1604 nm.

In addition, Fig. 6 shows a theoretical estimate of the SNR penalty due to crosstalk computed using (4). The values of SNR in the absence of crosstalk were approximated using the measured SNR with bidirectional transmission and the crosstalk wavelength dependence was assumed linear with a slope of 0.17 dB/nm, computed from the measurement in the inset of Fig. 5. This estimate is shown to agree fairly well with our measurements, validating the theoretical approach for long distance transmission systems.

### B. XT-Conditioned Wavelength Dependent Performance

In the previous sub-section, it was shown that the wavelength dependence of XT may condition the performance significantly of long-distance links, particularly for systems using the L-band. In this sub-section, we extend this analysis using analytical and semi-analytical models to evaluate the relative impact of XT, NLIN, and ASE noise on the performance of wideband WDM systems transported through MCFs. For XT modeling, we used the simplified model proposed in [18]. For the computation of the ASE impact, we used a semi-analytical model based on [32], which allows estimating the apparent fiber loss under the impact of SRS. The linear fiber loss was based on interpolating a real measurement of a low-loss single-core fiber, scaled to the typical losses observed in existing MCFs. This interpolation was also shifted to closely match the wavelength dependence of the loss observed in Fig. 4 for the lowest launch power of 5 dBm. Finally, the NLIN was computed using the model proposed in [19]. This model takes into account the impact of SRS, accurately predicting the wavelength dependence of NLIN in wideband transmission systems. In addition, we assumed Gaussian modulated signals for all considered cases. Table I details the fiber parameters used for simulation in this work. In this section, the performance analysis will be based on an existing fiber. We have selected the MCF initially presented in [33]. This fiber has 4 cores in a rectangular arrangement within a cladding with a diameter of 125 μm. Its propagation characteristics, tensile strength and productivity are similar to those of standard fibers [33]. As such, it is a good candidate for future MCF deployments in long distance links. We assumed the fiber parameters provided in [33], with which the XT model provided an accurate prediction of the average XT at the reference wavelengths of 1550 nm and 1625 nm.

Fig. 7 shows an example of the wavelength dependence of the SNR and the SNR contributions from ASE, NLIN, and XT assuming a WDM signal spanning the C and L bands. For this example, we assumed transmission using the 4-core fiber on a 1600 km link with 80 km spans and lumped amplification with amplifier noise figures of 5 dB. It is assumed that the gain of the amplifiers perfectly compensates the apparent loss of the fiber.
leading to a flat spectrum at the input of each span. Alternative amplification schemes could be used to maximize SNR, including power pre-emphasis. However, the use of such schemes in this work would obscure the insights that we intend to convey and may be considered outside its scope. The launch power was computed by maximizing the total throughput assuming Gaussian modulated signals. Fig. 7 also includes the SNR that would be obtained without XT, also with the launch power set to maximize the total throughput. We note that the difference between the optimum launch powers with and without XT was approximately 0.1 dB, in agreement with [21].

Comparing the SNR with and without XT, it is clear that this system is dominated by the impact of ASE noise in the C-band region. When moving towards the L-band, the performance becomes progressively dominated by XT until reaching a penalty higher than 2 dB at the long edge of the L-band. Note that this behavior is similar to that observed experimentally in the previous sub-section. In the absence of crosstalk, the system performance is dominated by ASE, which has lower impact at longer wavelengths due to SRS. This is in agreement with the observations reported in [34] and suggests that this system favors the use of the L-band for transmission. In contrast, the introduction of XT shifts the highest performing wavelengths to the region corresponding to the short L band wavelengths, around 1575 nm.

Fig. 7 suggests that in XT-dominated systems, the optimal operating wavelengths may be significantly different to those in non-XT-dominated systems. To evaluate this phenomena, we computed the maximum achievable throughput when transmitting 50, 100 or 200 channels densely packed in a 25 GHz grid. Each channel carried Gaussian modulation with 25 GHz bandwidth. We assumed densely packed signals to minimize the required transmission bandwidth of the system, which would lead to a less complex amplifier design. We note that although such a system may not be employed in practice due to other constraints, these assumptions provide an upper bound to the actual throughput achievable in real systems. Fig. 8 shows the maximum throughput when varying the center of the transmission band within the limits of the C and L bands. The contributions of ASE noise and fiber nonlinearity to the SNR have been computed independently for each combination of channel count and center wavelength, taking into account the prominence of SRS for each channel count. Despite the relatively small variations of the throughput, it is clear that in the absence of XT the highest performance is achieved for wavelengths around 1580 nm, corresponding to the lowest loss region. In the presence of XT, the optimum wavelengths are substantially lower, positioned the region around 1545 nm.

From Fig. 7, it is clear that a comparison between wideband transmission systems with and without XT requires optimizing the positioning of the transmission band. In that sense, Fig. 9(a) shows the optimal wavelength positions of the transmission bands with and without XT (shaded areas) as a function of the number of channels in the aforementioned densely packed condition. Again, the main distinction between the cases with and without XT is that the latter favor the use of longer wavelengths, near the minimum loss wavelength of the MCF. As could be expected, the optimal position of the transmission band in the presence of XT is shifted towards shorter wavelengths due XT impact at longer wavelengths. However, we note that this shift is strongly dependent on the relative weights of the SNR contributions from XT, ASE noise and NLIN. As such, changes in the link characteristics would also modify the optimal operating wavelengths in the presence of XT. To illustrate this, Fig. 9(b) shows the optimal wavelength positions of the transmission bands with and without XT in the same conditions as Fig. 9(a) but using 100 km spans. In this case, the amount of ASE noise introduced in each span is higher, leading to a shift of the optimal operating wavelength range towards longer wavelengths, around 1555 nm. In contrast, in the absence of XT, the optimal operating wavelengths remain unchanged.

Fig. 9(c) and (d) show the maximum throughput reached with and without XT as a function of the channel count. In both
considered cases, the maximum throughput in the presence of XT was above 90% of the maximum throughput in the absence of XT. This result shows that this fiber could potentially be used for long distance transmission, as the overall XT-impact leads to less than 10% degradation of the maximum throughput. However, we should stress that for fibers with significantly higher XT, the increase of the achievable throughput with the channel count could be unable to compensate the corresponding increase in XT penalty. In such cases, it would be necessary to use XT-management techniques, such as the aforementioned direction interleaving [31].

IV. CONCLUSION

This work presented an evaluation of the crosstalk-induced degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio in long-distance C and L band wavelength-division-multiplexing systems using homogeneous multicore fibers. It was shown analytically and experimentally that the crosstalk-induced penalty is independent on the transmission distance for sufficiently long uniform links. The wavelength dependence of crosstalk in multicore fibers was experimentally evaluated, showing nearly 10 dB tilt between the short edge of the C-band and the long edge of the L-band for the considered fibers. This tilt was experimentally shown to induce a crosstalk-induced degradation up to 3.8 dB for signals located near the long edge of the L-band. As a consequence, the design of wavelength-division-multiplexing systems using homogeneous multicore fibers must take into account the wavelength dependence of crosstalk. In this sense, this work presented a theoretical evaluation of the crosstalk-induced penalty as a function of the operating wavelength range and channel count in long-distance systems, taking also into account the wavelength dependence of fiber nonlinearities, including stimulated Raman scattering. It was shown that the crosstalk-impact forces the optimum operating wavelength towards the short C-band region, around 1545 nm, in contrast with equivalent systems without crosstalk, which favor the low-loss wavelength region of the fiber, typically around 1580 nm. Perhaps more significant was the observation that the optimum operating wavelength region for systems without crosstalk remained relatively unchanged when increasing the span length. In contrast the change in the contribution of amplified spontaneous emission noise resulting from an increase in span length lead to a reduction of the crosstalk-induced penalty, shifting the optimum wavelength operating range to higher values.
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